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Abstract
Agency theory studies the impact of and remedies to asymmetrically distributed information in principal-agent relations. Yet, it does so in a surprisingly binary manner: It assumes the principal to be perfectly knowledgeable of some pieces of information (such as the agent’s risk aversion), while others (such as the agent’s true effort exerted) are considered to be perfectly private information of the agent. Agency theory thus makes very asymmetrical assumptions about the knowledge of principals and agents, largely neglecting the human capacity for interpersonal sense-making. This chapter explores the implications of instilling agency theory with a more realistic account of the human capacity to read other people’s desires, intentions, knowledge, and beliefs—that is, to have a theory of someone else’s mind.
I. Introduction

Agency theory has profoundly influenced our understanding of a wide range of principal-agent relationships within labor market and business contexts, as well as in sociology and political science research (e.g., Adams, 1996; Holmström, 1989; Lazear, 2000; Rose-Ackerman, 1975). The seemingly simple idea that agency problems can largely be remedied by relying more on performance-contingent incentives instead of fixed salaries, turned pay-for-performance into a sort of management mantra among practitioners in the late 1990s. Increasingly, however, the theory attracts criticism (e.g., Ferraro, Pfeffer, and Sutton, 2005; Heath, 1999; Perrow, 1990). In particular, many authors have criticized classic agency theory as painting a too dark picture of human nature by assuming agents to be self-interested utility maximizers, to always experience “disutility of labor,” and thus to engage in the behaviors desired by the principal only when motivated by extrinsic incentives.

Yet, as the basic agency model shows, conflicting interests among a principal and an agent only become problematic if the two parties differ in the information available to them (e.g., Laffont and Martimort, 2001; Milgrom and Roberts, 1992): Moral hazard is a concern only if the principal cannot observe the agent’s actions. Similarly, the hidden characteristics problem arises from the principal’s inability to identify (ex ante) the true characteristics of the agent. Hence, the implicit or explicit assumptions about what the two parties know, how they process information, and how they got to know what they know in the first place impact the insights that one gains from agency theory as much as the assumptions about self-interest and (extrinsic) motivation. However, whereas the motivational foundations of agency theory have sparked significant debate, the cognitive and epistemic assumptions of the theory have not attracted much attention yet (Foss and Stea, 2014; notable exceptions are Hendry, 2002, and Pepper and Gore, 2013).

The present chapter sheds new light on the epistemic assumptions of agency theory and explores the implications and potential value of instilling agency theory with a realistic
account of the human ability to infer another person’s desires, intentions, knowledge, and beliefs—that is, to develop a “theory of mind” (Frith and Frith, 2003; Singer and Fehr, 2005).

We begin with a sketch of agency theory with a particular reference to the hidden action problem, which allows us to highlight the theory’s epistemic assumptions. We then discuss the human capacity to develop a theory of mind, and the ways in which such a concept can further our understanding of principal-agent relations. A concluding discussion closes the chapter.

**II. Agency Theory and its Epistemic and Cognitive Assumptions**

*a. The Starting Point of Agency Theory: Delegation*

Starting point of standard agency theory is the common situation in which one person (the principal) would like to delegate some task to another person (the agent) – either because the principal has too high opportunity costs to carry out the task herself or because she lacks the knowledge of how to best perform that task (Jensen and Meckling, 1976; Laffont and Martimort, 2001). The principal thus first needs to recruit an agent (phase 1, or contracting phase). Subsequently, she can then have that agent carry out the task for her (phase 2, or post-contractual phase). Yet, the agent’s interests are assumed to differ from those of the principal. Such differences in, for example, their outcome-type preferences (Holmström, 1979; Jensen and Smith, 1985), risk preferences (e.g., Grossman and Hart, 1983), or time preferences (e.g., Baker, Gibbons and Murphy, 1994), may imply that a self-interested, rational and utility maximizing agent “will not always act in the best interests of the principal” (Jensen and Meckling 1976: 5). As a consequence, the principal should observe the agent’s acts and pay him based on these acts thereby providing the proper incentives for the agent to act in the manner desired by the principal (e.g., Jacobides and Croson, 2001).

However, a second, key aspect of agency theory is information asymmetry. Specifically, the agent is assumed to be better informed about her own characteristics, actions, and the state of nature than the principal. Agents may exploit this information asymmetry by
either trying to get recruited by the principal and to earn an income even though they lack the skills or abilities to properly perform the task (adverse selection, or hidden characteristic problem), or once recruited by withholding effort, or engaging in actions not valued by the principal (moral hazard problem).

In sum, conflicting interests and a principal facing an informational disadvantage give rise to the two problems studied within agency theory – “adverse selection” or “hidden characteristics” in phase 1 and “moral hazard” or “hidden action” in phase 2 (Grossman and Hart, 1983; Holmström, 1979). Agency theory aims at providing recommendations about how principals can minimize these problems.

b. Standard Agency Theory: Second-best Solutions

The wish to reap the benefits of delegating a task to an agent and the assumed conflict of interest between the two parties thus set the stage for the principal contracting with the agent about a wage $W$. In the standard agency model (see e.g., Milgrom and Roberts, 1992, pp. 222n), this wage $W$ consists of some fixed salary component $W_0 \geq 0$ and a proportion $\beta$ of the output $z$ generated by the agent (i.e. result attained). Agency literature typically refers to this proportion $\beta$ (where $0 \leq \beta \leq 1$) as the “incentive intensity” of the contract.

The agent in turn decides on whether to accept the contract offered by the principal (in phase 1) and subsequently on the actions she takes (in phase 2). For convenience, most agency theorists think of the agent’s actions as his effort $e$, that is, alternative actions correspond to different effort levels (e.g., Holmström, 1979). Thus, the terms “effort” and “action” are often used interchangeably. The model further then assumes the agent’s choice of effort $e$ to affect – together with some stochastic influence from the environment $\theta$ – the outcome $z$ attained, and hence, the payoffs of both parties (Grossman and Hart, 1983; Holmström and Milgrom, 1991; Jensen and Meckling, 1976; Ross, 1973). For simplicity, the basic models assume this external influence to be standard-normally distributed with an expectation of zero. Moreover, agents are assumed to have exponentially growing disutility of
engaging in effort \((C(e))\) and to consider these “costs” when deciding on whether to accept a contract and on choosing their effort level \(e\) (Grossman and Hart, 1983). Principals therefore need to consider the agent’s costs of acting in a manner functional for maximizing the principal’s payoffs \((C''(e))\) when contracting with the agent over \(W\), that is: when solving their own optimization problem concerning which \(\beta\) they should offer to the agent.

They also need to consider that contracting with the agent over a proportion \(\beta > 0\) of the output \(z\), means exposing the agent to income risk since \(z\) depends on both, the agent’s efforts \(e\) and the stochastic influence from the environment \(\theta\) over which the agent (assumably) has no control. A risk-averse agent will therefore ask for a risk premium in order to accept a contract offered by the principal based on the risky result \(z\). This risk premium does not give the agent extra utility and merely reduces the net payoffs the principal receives. Thus, the larger the risk premium, the smaller the total value created in the relation (i.e., the sum of the monetary equivalents of the utilities of the principal and the agent). The size of the risk-premium depends on both the degree of risk-aversion of the agent \(r_A\) and the riskiness of the wage (i.e., the variance in the wage due to the environment’s impact \((VAR(W) = \beta^2 \cdot VAR(\theta))\). Thus, \(\beta\) has to solve two tasks: providing incentives to the agent to work hard and insurance against risk. Agency theory therefore calls for principals to consider their agent’s degree of risk aversion \(r_A\) in designing optimal contracts. Hence, standard agency theory assumes the principal and the agent to know not only the distribution and the expectation of the stochastic influence from the environment \(\theta\) and the agent’s costs \(C''(e)\) of acting in a manner functional for maximizing the principal’s payoffs, but also the agent’s risk aversion \(r_A\).

In contrast to the principal’s strong knowledge about these factors, the true effort \(e\) exerted by the agent and the actual state of the environment \(\theta\) are assumed to be only known to the agent; the principal is considered to be able to observe only the result \(z\) caused by both \(e\) and \(\theta\). The principal’s inability to disentangle \(e\) from \(\theta\) – that is, the information asymmetry
between the principal and the agent for these two variables (and only these!) – then is seen as implying that any solution is inefficient (“second-best”) as compared to a hypothetical first-best solution in which the (assumingly risk neutral) principal would bear all the risk and the (assumingly risk averse) agent would be paid on his/her efforts \( e \) only.

Based on this assumed distribution of information among the two parties, a few mathematical optimization steps allow finding the optimal \( \beta \) that leads to such a second best solution to the moral hazard (i.e. hidden action) problem. The starting point is to maximize the total certainty equivalent for both parties to the optimal incentive intensity (denoted as \( \beta^* \)). A couple of mathematical steps yield the following expression

\[
\beta^* = \frac{P'(e)}{1 + r_A \cdot Var(\theta) \cdot C''(e)}
\]

(for the details of the mathematical derivation see e.g., Milgrom and Roberts, 1992: 222n; and for the original formulation, Holmström and Milgrom, 1991).

Standard agency theory thus suggests that the principal can address the hidden action problem by contracting with the agent over the optimal \( \beta^* \), which depends on four factors: (1) The more sensitive the payoff to the principal on changes in the agent’s efforts or actions \( (P'(e)) \), the larger should be \( \beta^* \); (2) the stronger the agent’s risk aversion \( r_A \), the lower the \( \beta^* \); (3) the larger the riskiness of the results obtained by the agent due to environmental influences \( Var(\theta) \), the lower the incentive intensity; and (4) the stronger the agent’s discretion regarding the choice of activities \( (\partial e/\partial \beta = 1/C''(e)) \), that is, the lower his/her costs of acting in a manner functional for maximizing the principal’s payoffs \( C''(e) \), the larger the \( \beta^* \).

Either independently or jointly with “moral hazard” (hidden action), the principal may also face “adverse selection” (hidden characteristics). That is, the principal may face an informational disadvantage with respect to the agent’s characteristics (beyond \( r_A \) and \( C''(e) \)), such as his knowledge, skills, and abilities. One cause for such a disadvantage is that the very reason for delegating a task is often that the principal lacks the knowledge, abilities or skill to perform the task herself (see e.g., Ross, 1973). Hence, the knowledge differences that explain
why gains from trade exist in the first place give rise to problems for the principal in judging the agent’s true qualities. The situation is complicated by the fact that self-interested agents may deliberately hide their true qualities (e.g., a lack of appropriate knowledge or skills for conducting the task) or even falsify signals (e.g., faking the degrees they hold) in order to get a job and earn the related payoffs.

Choosing the right $\beta^*$ may also help the principal with respect to reducing this adverse selection problem by triggering self-selection of skilled agents into the contract. Alternatively, the principal may engage in screening actions, or the agent may engage in signaling. Whereas the first out of these three remedies to the hidden characteristics problem aims at motivating agents to indirectly reveal their characteristics, the latter two are direct, explicit strategies aimed at reducing the informational disadvantage that the principal faces about the agent’s characteristics (beyond $r_A$ and $C''(e)$, obviously). All three strategies to tackle the adverse selection/hidden characteristics problem, however, are costly: either they imply paying the agent a risk-premium which is taken from the surplus or they cause costs for screening or signaling. Given these agency costs, all of these three routes lead only to a second-best solution.

c. The Silent Power: Agency Theory’s Cognitive and Epistemic Assumptions

As the preceding outline of agency theory shows, the theory studies principal-agent relations in a setting of clearly specified bits of information that are available to either both the principal and the agent (such as $r_A$ and $C''(e)$), or to the agent alone (like $e$ and $\theta$). In fact, it is the assumptions about what the parties know that are essential for whether an agency problem emerges. Only under the assumption of information asymmetry the conflicting interests become problematic. For this reason, the assumptions about what the two parties know, how they process information, and how they got to know what they know have just as much impact on the insights that can be gained from agency theory as do the assumptions about self-interest and (extrinsic) motivation underlying the theory.
Table 1 summarizes the information that standard agency theory assumes principals and agents to hold and to use in maximizing their utility. Many of these assumptions we already touched upon in the preceding section.

Table 1 about here

Already a brief glance at Table 1 suggests that the notion of agency theory building on asymmetrically distributed information would benefit from a qualification. In fact, agency theory highlights asymmetrically distributed information of few of the several variables that are considered while at the same time principal and agent are assumed to have perfect common knowledge of many other variables. For example, both the principal and the agent are assumed to know the set of possible actions that the agent can take (or should take from the principal’s perspective)—that is, to know the full space of $e$. This, however, presupposes that the principal is more or less as knowledgeable about the task at hand as the agent – otherwise he would have troubles knowing all the possible actions related to, or necessary for the task. Such a setup, however, precludes studying principal-agent relations where the principal hires an agent because he exactly lacks the necessary knowledge to carry out a task himself. Hence, the fundamental question of what the principal should want the agent to do is (implicitly) assumed away in standard agency theory (Hendry, 2002). It thus starts – as opposed to transaction cost economics – from so called “complete contracts”. Whereas Ross (1973: 135) submits that under this assumption “the problem is considerably simplified but much of the interest does remain,” the assumption in standard agency theory that the principal knows the space of $e$ hampers its usefulness for studying principal-agent relations that imply tasks where the principal faces a knowledge disadvantage – not only an information asymmetry – vis-à-vis the agent.
Unfortunately this type of principal-agent relations are increasingly important in business practice. Knowledge workers have become a key, if not dominant group of agents in most firms. Along the same line, studying entrepreneurship by definition becomes pointless in settings where the full space of options is already known and the future implies only probabilistic issues, but not uncertainty (Knight, 1921; see Foss and Klein, 2012, for a recent discussion on entrepreneurship and organizational economics). Thus, making many practical phenomena amenable to an analysis of principal-agent relations requires choosing a larger (or different) set of variables for which information is distributed asymmetrically than what is assumed in standard agency theory.

Given the epistemic assumptions of standard agency theory, it would be more accurate to speak of the theory as studying problems of asymmetric information on effort and agent type, rather than of problems of asymmetric information in general. Moreover, the theory is largely silent on why (or why not) the two parties have particular pieces of information—that is, on how the parties got to know what they know in the first place. For example, one may wonder why the principal is assumed to have perfect knowledge (i.e., why he has the same beliefs as the agent) about the expected value \( \text{Exp}(\theta) \) and distribution \( \text{Var}(\theta) \) of the states of nature (Ross, 1973), even though he is—unlike the agent—assumed to be unable to ascertain the true state of nature \( \theta \) and thus unable to step-by-step update his potentially false prior beliefs to eventually arrive at shared beliefs with the agent about \( \text{Exp}(\theta) \) and \( \text{Var}(\theta) \). In sum, agency theory views most variables as common knowledge without further explaining how the individuals involved in the relation actually got that knowledge.

Further, agency theory assumes that the principal knows the agent to be fully rational. The agent, in turn, knows that the principal knows (that the agent knows) and so on (Foss and Stea, 2014; Robalino and Robson, 2012). Thus, agency theory in its ascription of rationality follows the “common knowledge” assumption underlying most modern game theory (Holler, 2002). Hence, whereas agency theory is sometimes portrayed as resting on foundations of
bounded rationality (e.g., Eisenhardt, 1989), it in fact assumes both parties to make full and utility-maximizing use of the information available (Hendry, 2002; Holmström, 1979; Holmström and Milgrom, 1991; Laffont and Martimort, 2001; Ross, 1973).

For some particular variables pertaining to a principal-agent relation – for example, the timing of the actions in the relations – assuming common knowledge is unproblematic. However, just like work in social-psychology and in experimental economics demonstrates that humans typically do not possess the cognitive apparatus needed to maximize expected utility in a Bayesian sense (except if decision situations are trivial) (Camerer, 1998; Kahneman and Tversky, 2000; Robalino and Robson, 2012), insights from evolutionary anthropology, neuroscience, (neuro-)economics, and social psychology on the “theory of mind” suggest that the strong assumptions about what the principal and the agent know, and what they know about each other are overly simplifying real-world principal agent relations (cf. Robalino and Robson, 2012).

In fact, the epistemic assumptions of agency theory on the one hand largely overestimate what principals and agents can know in reality. For example, in many real-life cases, principals when recruiting a new agent will suffer from much broader informational disadvantages than assumed in standard agency theory. Very often they will not know the agent’s \( r_A \) nor \( C''(e) \) or at least their beliefs about these variables will differ from the actual \( r_A \) and \( C''(e) \). In other words, most real-life principals are unlikely to see so clearly into their agent’s brains to ascertain the exact risk aversion of each of them. While they may try to form beliefs about these variables from observing their behavior, emotional reactions, stereotyping agents, or by projecting their own characteristics onto agents, chances are good that these beliefs differ from those held by the agent about himself.

On the other hand, however, the epistemic assumptions also underestimate the principal’s ability to gain insights on some variables that he is explicitly assumed not to be able to know at all, such as the agent’s type or actions. Yet, many of us (and certainly those
who have children) can probably recall situations in which we were unable to observe another person’s actions or efforts, but where we were able to infer them – not from the result – but from, for example, the person’s non-verbal body language. Decoding those cues draws on the ability to develop a theory of another person’s mind. This ability is disregarded in standard agency theory, and yet highly important for social interaction and interdependent decision making (De Melo, Carnevale, Read, and Gratch, 2014).

**III. Theory of Mind**

*a. Defining ‘Theory of Mind’*

Scholars in various traditions have suggested that the capacity to infer others’ desires, intentions, knowledge, and beliefs is crucial for interdependent decision making because the beliefs about others’ states of mind bear an impact on one owns choice of behavior (e.g., Ames, Weber, and Zou, 2012; Aumann and Brandenburger, 1995; Galinsky et al., 2008; Gallagher and Frith, 2003; Singer and Fehr, 2005). Not surprisingly thus, research in areas as different as evolutionary anthropology, social psychology, neuroscience and neuro-economics has been investigating this capacity, its antecedents, and consequences under a plethora of different labels.

Premack and Woodruff (1978) coined the term “theory of mind” (ToM) to denote the ability to read the desires, intentions, knowledge and beliefs of other people. Others refer to this capacity as “mentalizing”, “mind reading”, or “cognitive perspective taking” (e.g., Bagozzi et al. 2013; Baron-Cohen, Leslie, and Frith, 1985; Frith and Frith, 2003; Singer and Fehr, 2005). Whereas subtle nuances in the conceptualization of this capacity and its related processes exist among the various researchers and scholarly traditions, there is a general agreement that the capacity to explain and predict other people’s behavior by attributing to them independent mental states, such as beliefs and desires, allows to “allows an individual to anticipate the behavior and reactions of others” (Galinsky et al., 2008: 378) and underpins their ability to deceive, cooperate and empathize (Gallagher and Frith, 2003).
ToM is similar, yet distinct from concepts such as transactive memory, empathy, general sensemaking, and thinking. The concept of transactive memory shares with ToM that it involves an understanding of what others know. However, ToM not only relates to knowledge, but comprises an understanding of others’ desires, intentions, and beliefs (Foss and Stea, 2014). Likewise, empathy differs from holding a ToM. It involves an emotional stance, whereas the notion of ToM exclusively refers to the cognitive theorizing about another individual’s desires, intentions, knowledge, and beliefs (Bagozzi et al., 2003; Hein and Singer, 2008). A ToM also differs from the more general concept of sensemaking (Weick, 1995) in that it refers only to an understanding of another individual’s mental states. Finally, forming and holding a ToM while being a form of thinking, clearly differs from the general term. A ToM implies thinking about particular elements – namely, desires, intentions, knowledge, and beliefs – in another person’s mind (Singer and Fehr, 2005).

Being able to put oneself into the shoes of some other person has been associated with such individual characteristics as, for example, high self-esteem and low neuroticism (Davis, 1980; 1983). However, there is not yet a full account of the mechanisms that underlie the development of a theory of mind. What is clear, however, is that an individual who forms or holds a ToM needs the ability to “attribute mental states – desire, knowledge, belief, intent, etc. – and to interpret observed behaviour in terms of such states” (Robalino and Robson, 2012: 2224). Hence, it is essential to recognize that, for example, a person’s belief might not correspond to reality, and that nevertheless “it is the belief, not the reality, that determines behaviour” (Gallagher and Frith, 2003: 77). Not all individuals are equally well equipped to recognize this difference. Thus, research suggests that little children who have not yet develop the ability to attribute mental states to others or individuals, have not yet a ToM. Likewise, research suggests that people high on autistic spectrum disorders seem to be characterized by a selective impairment in the theory of mind (Dietvorst et al., 2009; Gallagher and Frith, 2003).
b. How people mentalize

Individuals seem to rely on one or multiple routes for inferring others’ desires, intentions, knowledge, and beliefs. Evidence by Ames et al. (2012) suggests that people rely systematically on projection and stereotyping to infer others’ mental states. Besides using projection and stereotyping, humans seem adept at inferring others’ intentions, desires, or beliefs based on such sources as simple body movements and facial expressions – in particular: emotion expressions, as well as elaborate sequences of actions that converge on desired outcomes (Ames, Weber, and Zou, 2012; De Melo, Carnevale, Read, and Gratch, 2014). For example, De Melo et al. (2014) recently experimentally demonstrated that people make inferences about others’ mental states from emotion expressions in interdependent decision making. In other words, emotion expressions in fact transmit information that helps inferring the intentions, desires, and beliefs of one’s counterpart (De Melo et al., 2014; Van Kleef et al. 2010). Agency theory’s categorical assumption that the principal cannot ascertain whether a good result \( z \) is due to an agent’s high efforts \( e \) or caused by a favorable state of nature, therefore, implicitly assumes a principal that is completely unable to read subtle signs of body language, emotion expressions or the like or, in other words, to put himself into the agent’s shoes.

More specifically, when looking at the epistemic assumptions underlying standard agency theory, principals seem to be characterized by a selective and highly asymmetrical impairment in ToM: They can perfectly read agents’ \( r_A, C''(e) \), as well as the expected values of nature and their distribution from their agents’ minds, but miserably fail in mentalizing about the agent’s actions \( e \). Given this selective impairment, one might be tempted to ascribe standard agency theory’s principals a significant level of autistic disorder.

IV. The Role of Mentalizing in Principal-Agent Relations

As our discussion shows, standard agency theory in some important aspects over-estimates the epistemic powers of principals (and agents), whereas it under-estimates them in others.
Considering the impact of a ToM in principal-agent relations requires a refinement of the canonical model described in section II. Given space constraints, we cannot lay out a full and nicely honed revised theory here, but only illustrate some exemplary implications of such a theory and its recommendations on how to handle agency problems. We do so by discussing the implications of considering the (limited) human capacity to mentalize first in the contracting phase (phase 1, as denoted it in section II), and then in the post-contractual phase (phase 2).

a. The impact of a ToM in the contracting phase

Chng, Rodgers, Shih, and Song (2012) recently found that executive core self-evaluation influences the effects of compensation schemes. This finding lends support to Wowak and Hambrick (2010), who emphasized the role of executives’ characteristics and the need to consider these aspects in designing incentive systems for them. Assessing such characteristics as core self-evaluations, however, requires a principal to make full use of the ability to read (potential) agents’ emotion displays or sequences of actions. The principal’s theory of the agent’s mind is thus likely to have a significant impact on the design of the contracts that the principal offers to the agent.

Whereas standard agency theory assumes the principal to know both $r_A$ and $C''(e)$, principals with imperfect mentalizing capacity may misestimate these values. This may lead, for example, to the principal believing the agent to incur lower than the true costs $C''(e)^p < C''(e)$. If that is the case, the principal will thus offer the agent too little compensation for exerting effort (i.e. $\beta < \beta^*$). This would reduce the agent’s willingness to exert effort (since $C(e(\beta))$ and, in turn, her own payoffs $P(e(\beta))$). Alternatively, it might be that a principal with an imperfect theory of the agent’s mind overestimates $r_A$ (that is: $r_A^p > r_A$) and, hence, shies away from offering the optimal $\beta^*$ suited for $r_A$ and goes for a $\beta < \beta^*$. This would entail forgoing some of the incentive effects of variable compensation and again lowering the
payoffs to the principal. Since the principal with an imperfect theory of mind might misestimate both $r_A$ and $C''(e)$, the contract he offers to the agent might be quite different from the second-best solution suggested by standard agency theory. Obviously, the principal might equally well offer a $\beta > \beta^*$ if he misreads the agent’s $r_A$ and/or $C''(e)$. For example, if he assumes the agent to incur higher costs than is true, the principal may offer the agent a contract with “excess compensation” for exerting effort ($\beta > \beta^*$). This in turn, ceteris paribus, implies exposing the agent to higher risk than is optimal (that is, too much incentive but too little insurance). This may lead to a situation where the total value created in the principal-agent relationship diminishes as compared to the second-best solution. Some payoffs that would accrue to the principal are shifted to the agent who, however, does not gain in utility as this shift is eaten up by the increase in the risk premium he needs to get the same utility – that is, to accept the risky compensation scheme. Obviously, even with the principal starting with false beliefs about $r_A$ and $C''(e)$, the principal and agent might nevertheless arrive at the second-best solution of standard agency theory if by accident the effects of the misestimates about $r_A$ and $C(e)$ cancel each other out. Yet, this is likely to be rather an exception, and hence, instilling agency theory with an account of imperfect mentalizing capacities is likely to imply rather a third-best solution than a second-best one.

Likewise, the agent’s capacity to read the principal’s mind might equally matter in the contracting phase. In reality, few labor markets work the way assumed in standard agency theory with the proposing contracts on a take-it-or-leave-it basis. Rather, some bargaining between the principal and the agent takes place. Thus, the principal needs to consider this bargaining process when proposing contracts. The agent’s theory of the principal’s mind is likely to play a key part in this process. For example, an agent with a highly imperfect ToM may tend to accept a contract that the principal deemed still preliminary (that is, to be further refined in the negotiation). On the other hand, an agent with an accurate theory of the principal’s mind may be able to recognize that the principal wants him to act as an
entrepreneur, and thus suggest or accept more subjective performance appraisal practices given the difficulty of specifying objective criteria (cf. Baker, Gibbons and Murphy, 1994). An agent with low mentalizing capacity, in contrast, may misread the principal’s intentions and maybe assume the principal to aim for a contract that allows the principal to opportunistically renegotiate the payment scheme ex post (Prendergast and Topel, 1996). Moreover, agents who have troubles reading potential principals’ minds may end up signing a contract with a principal who shirks, cheats, opportunistically seizes perquisites for him, or exploits her agents (see Shapiro 2005).

In sum, considering the agent’s ToM allows accounting for the real-world phenomenon of agents signing contracts with opportunistic principals. This may help in addressing a point of criticism voiced against agency theory by Perrow (1990) and others, namely that the theory does not fully capture both the principal’s and the agent’s side, and tends to overlook that there are not only different types of agents, but also different types of principals.

Returning to the case of the principal misreading the agent’s $C''(e)$ and therefore offering the agent a too high compensation for exerting the task, an agent with a very imperfect theory of the principal’s mind may in turn misread this signal. Instead of realizing that the principal simply misjudged the agent’s costs, that agent may for example interpret the higher compensation offered (i.e. the $\beta > \beta^*$) as a signal that the task is particularly cumbersome, boring, or unpleasant in other forms. In other words, the agent might erroneously assume that the principal knows the effort necessary for carrying out the task better than he himself does and that the $\beta > \beta^*$ shows that he should increase his own estimate of $C''(e)$. This might imply that the actual effort exerted remains more or less the same – that is, that $\beta > \beta^*$ will not result in an increased output $z$. Thus, imperfect mentalizing on the principal’s and the agent’s sides at the same time might lead to a situation that mirrors
the “overjustification effect” or “crowding-out” social-psychologists ascribe to extrinsic incentives on task-intrinsic motivation (Deci, 1971; Lepper, Greene, and Nisbett, 1973). Considering the ToM of both principal and agent may thus provide a way to reconcile formal agency theory with extant experimental evidence accumulated in social-psychology (e.g., Deci, Ryan, and Koester, 1999), and increasingly in economic and management research, too (e.g., Fessler, 2003; Kunz and Linder, 2012).

b. The impact of a ToM in the post-contractual phase

We have seen that standard agency theory assumes the principal to be unable to ascertain whether a good result \( z \) is due to the agent’s high effort level \( e \), or rather to “luck” \( \theta \). For this reason, the principal has to expose the agent to income related risk, and thus pay him a risk premium. Absent the principal’s ToM, the standard agency model applies. However, if the principal is assumed to have a theory of the agent’s mind, then that theory will allow reducing the informational asymmetry she faces and thus the problem of hidden action decreases. This obviously has important implications for the optimal measurement and incentive intensities. Ceteris paribus the principal can offer the agent a higher \( \beta \) as the principal’s theory of mind allows reducing the \( \text{Var}(W) \) that the agent faces since the principal then is better able to tease out the agent’s efforts \( e \) when observing \( z \). Therefore, the agent will agree to receive a lower risk premium than in the setting of standard agency theory. Alternatively, the principal could keep the \( \beta \) as it is, but lower his monitoring efforts, thereby again lowering overall agency costs.

The role of the principal’s ToM for principal-agent relations can also be illustrated by looking at the moral hazard problem and incentive provision in a multi-tasking setting. Here, standard agency theory suggests that agents working on tasks with multiple dimensions, some of which easy to measure (and hence to reward) and others difficult or impossible to assess by the principal, should receive only weak incentives or a flat salary (Holmström and Milgrom, 1991). However, in practice it is fairly easy to find examples of firms violating this
recommendation. Obviously, one way of explaining this phenomenon is to rely on fairness arguments. In other words, firms go for a variable compensation scheme even though agency theory would suggest differently simply because rewarding one agent group (that does multi-tasking) differently than another group (that is not multi-tasking) may trigger perceptions of procedural unfairness, inequality, and foster envy (Bewley, 1999; Pfeffer and Langton, 1993). Considering ToM may provide an alternative explanation: Given a multi-tasking situation, choosing a stronger incentive intensity than recommended by standard agency theory (i.e. a $\beta > \beta^*$) may also suggest that, while being unable to objectively assess the agent’s performance on all dimensions, the principal’s theory of the agent’s mind allows her to infer the agent’s true performance on all dimensions by only measuring some. In other words, the principal’s ToM allows her to judge whether the agent “took shortcuts” to maximize the performance achieved on the measured parts.

Clearly, over time the agent might learn that the principal’s ToM is not as high as the $\beta > \beta^*$ would require. In other words, if the agent “got away” with maximizing performance on those dimensions measured to the detriment of the dimensions that go unmeasured several times, he can be fairly sure that the principal’s ToM do not allow to uncover the agent’s behavior, and that it is possible to take shortcuts that maximize his payoffs. The agent’s behavior over time thus is likely to revert back to the behavior predicted by standard agency models. In the short-term, however, principals might be tempted to signal a high ToM in order to stimulate the agent to work harder than when offered a flat salary. This may be particular attractive to principals who themselves are only agents of other principals, and who assume that they will move on to another position in a relatively short time frame. Under these circumstances, signaling a high ToM to the agent by choosing a $\beta > \beta^*$ allows these principals to reap the higher payoffs due to the agent working hard on all or most dimensions and exerting more effort than under a flat salary scheme. By the time the agent is reasonably
sure that the principal’s true ToM abilities are lower than the ones necessary to allow the principal using such high-powered incentives, the principal may already have moved to another position in the firm or another firm. The higher-than-with-flat-salary performance of the agent on all dimensions of the task due to the $\beta > \beta^*$ might even increase the likelihood of the principal being promoted. Likewise, even from a firm perspective, choosing high incentive intensity for multi-tasking jobs may be reasonable if the firm relies on a strong job rotation practice among principals or agents. In this case, agents are unable to learn about a principal’s ToM abilities since the principal for which they work regularly changes.

Taking account of the (imperfect) ToM of both principals and agents also opens up the door to a better understanding of a type of problem that in standard agency is largely disregarded: coordination problems (Foss, 2001). As Jacobides and Croson (2001: 211) note, “even agents who fully share the principal’s objectives may dissipate joint agency value through miscoordination”. Imperfect ToM may entail such coordination problems. Agents may misread what the principal wants them to do and thus act post-contractually in a manner undesired by the principal. This danger may be particularly large if principal and agent are at different geographic locations and cannot meet face-to-face. In these cases, agents may not be able to collect the necessary insights – such as emotion expressions – to correctly read the principal’s mind. Considering imperfect ToM thus opens up seeing the common lament among business practitioners about problems with strategy implementation not only in the case of incentive problems, but also with a broader view that allows for motivated agents to act in ways the principal did not want them to act. Bringing ToM into agency theory thus brings back the notion of effectiveness into the analysis of principal-agent relations – a notion so far largely overshadowed by a focus on minimizing inefficiency-related agency costs (see Pepper and Gore, 2013, for a discussion of the need to bring back effectiveness considerations into agency theory).
As these examples demonstrate, the insights gained when studying principal-agent relations with an agency theory that accounts for (imperfect) ToM of principals and agents differ from the standard model and offer new explanations for several important empirical phenomena.

**IV. Conclusion**

Numerous authors have criticized the motivational assumptions underlying the standard agency model. In contrast, the epistemic and cognitive assumptions have received far less attention and sparked little critical debate. However, as already the basic agency model shows, conflicting interests among principals and agents only become problematic if the parties involved in a trade differ in the information available to them. Therefore, the epistemic assumptions of agency theory are not less important to consider than the motivational ones when aiming at describing “average” principal-agent relationships.

The theory’s epistemic assumptions are highly asymmetrical (Foss and Hallberg, 2014): Whereas the principal is assumed to be perfectly knowledgeable of some pieces of information, others are considered to be perfectly private information of the agent. The theory thus largely models principal-agent relations in a binary manner. This binary view, however, is unlikely to correspond to the overwhelming majority of principal-agent relations in practice. As we have shown, most principals will have limited mentalizing capacities, implying that they may not have perfect knowledge of the agent’s risk aversion or costs of exerting effort. Therefore, finding the optimal incentive intensity in practice is a daunting task for most principals and chances are good that principals will err. Due to its epistemic and cognitive assumptions, standard agency theory assumes that the principal holds a perfect ToM with respect to the agent’s risk aversion and costs of exerting effort. For this reason, it risks underestimating agency costs.

Most real-life solutions to principal-agent problems therefore are likely better qualified as third-best rather than second-best. At the same time, however, standard agency theory
assumes fully imperfect ToM with respect to the agent’s intentions as principals are assumed to be completely unable to ascertain which part of the output is due to the agent’s efforts and which one is due to environmental factors beyond the agent’s control. Most real-life principals, however, while unable (or unwilling due to high costs) to observe an agent’s efforts, are likely to be able to put themselves to a certain degree into the agent’s shoes. Interpreting the agent’s body language or similar (non-verbal or verbal) cues overlooked in standard agency theory may allow them to at least somewhat decipher the true effort level of the agent. This implies that they incur lower agency costs than assumed in standard agency theory as it allows ceteris paribus to reduce the agent’s exposure to risk – and, hence, to pay a lower risk premium – or, alternatively, to save on monitoring efforts.

Just like the recent literature approach on a “behavioral agency theory” aims at instilling the theory with more realistic assumptions about human motivation, risk preferences, and cognition (e.g., Pepper and Gore, 2013), incorporating the principal’s and agent’s ToM capacities into agency theory promises to lead to significantly refined conclusions and recommendations. We submit that this will help advance agency theory and further our understanding of real-life principal-relations.
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